
BULK HANDLER SITE Canola

H2 H1 GM

RGS BALLIANG $222 $227 NA $268 $273 $276

RGS LISMORE $212 $217 $255 $260 $265 $268 $575

RGS EDENHOPE $205 $205 $240 $245 $250 $253 $553 $515

UCM WERNETH $207 $212 $255 $260 $260 $265 $530

UCM DONALD $195 $200 $242 $247 $247 $252 $252

UCM MOAMA $195 $200 $242 $247 $247 $252 $252 $512

UCM MATHOURA $192 $197 $240 $245 $245 $250 $250

SOUTHERN GRAIN WINCHELSEA $207 $212 $255 $260 $260 $265

ACCESS LALBERT $189 $194 $236 $241 $241 $246 $246

ACCESS NULLAWIL $195 $198 $239 $244 $244 $249 $249

ACCESS BERRIWILLOCK $191 $194 $234 $239 $239 $244 $244

ASA BOORT $195 $200 $240 $245 $245 $250 $250

LAHARUM BULK LAHARUM $200 $205 $238 $243

SHANNONS HORSHAM $195 $200 $240 $245 $245 $250 $250

SHANNONS BEULAH $190 $195 $234 $239 $239 $244 $244

GRAINFLOW CHARLTON $193 $198 $241 $246 $246 $251 $251

GRAINFLOW BIRCHIP $190 $195 $238 $243 $243 $248 $248

GRAINFLOW DIMBOOLA $189 $194 $237 $242 $242 $247 $247

GRAINFLOW SEALAKE $185 $190 $233 $238 $238 $243 $243

GRAINFLOW OAKLANDS $182 $187 $230 $235 $235 $240 $240

PILGRIMS BORDERTOWN $187 $192 $235 $240 $240 $245

DECKERTS NETHERBY $190 $195 $238 $243 $243 $248 $248

SHEELS TELFORD $184 $189 $232 $237 $237 $242 $242 $507

BAKERS HOWLONG $177 $182 $225 $230 $230 $235 $500

HEHIRS RAND $179 $184 $225 $230 $230 $235

MCNAUGHTS BERRIGAN $184 $189 $232 $237 $237 $242 $507

Fellows HAY $177 $182 $225 $230 $230 $235 $240

Agstore MARNOO $192 $197 $240 $245 $245 $250

Agstore LASCELLES $182 $187 $230 $235 $235 $240

Agstore OUYEN $177 $182 $225 $230 $230 $235

CO-OP NANDALY $182 $187 $230 $235 $235 $240

CO-OP LANDSBOROUGH WEST $197 $202 $245 $250 $250 $255

Garrison SWANHILL $182 $187 $240 $245 $245 $250 $250

HANLONS UNGARIE $172 $177 $220 $225 $225 $230

Delivered Geelong/Melb $237 $242 $278 $283 $283 $288 $600 $570

*PAYMENT TERMS 15 DAYS EOW FROM DELIVERY

*MALT1 - ALL APPROVED VARIEITES SUBJECT SITE SEGREGATIONS AT HARVEST

*Prices as a guide only and subject to change

* ALL CANOLA PRICES ARE FOR SUSTAINABLE CANOLA, NON SUSTAINABLE PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
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ASW1 BASEMALT1

ISCC Sustainable Canola 

Full AOF oil and admix 

bonofications and 

deductions

Delivered Geelong / Melbourne are buyers 

call for westside ports and packers Jan to 

March Flat + carry April to June
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